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Abstract
The aim of the advanced project is to extend the work done in a computer science capstone such that the final product has additional features.
The capstone project being extended is a comprehensive video manipulation tool that a user can interact with using a Midi controller. The
additional features added allow the user to interact with program using a
keyboard and mouse. The addition of such features was possible because
the program was created with software design principles that anticipate
feature extension. However, elements of the program’s architecture failed
to fully anticipate mouse-keyboard input and limited the program’s extensibility. These elements were redesigned. The final product is a video
manipulation tool with greater extensibility and accessibility. The code
and the down-loadable app are in the following GitHub repository:
https://github.com/WhitmanCSCapstone/video-manipulation
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Introduction

Visual artists are increasingly consulting the principles of software engineering to aid their artistic endeavors. A well designed software offers advantages
of robustness and readability that any user would benefit from. However, more
than anything, a software that is dynamic in its extensibility and flexibility is a
playground for experimentation that artists looking to test the limits of digital
media can really get behind.
It was under these circumstances that Associate Professor of Art Justin Lincoln consulted the budding Whitman College Computer Science Department
about a potential collaboration. Lincoln’s own research is in Java-based the
programming environment Processing. Processing is mainly used at as a Programming educational tool and as a “sketchbook” for visual artists. Lincoln has
produced and posted to his Instagram hundreds of artistic inquiries into space,
sound, and time, known in Processing as “sketches”. Knowing the potential of
Processing as an object-oriented language and knowing many of his sketches
were iterations of similar concepts, Lincoln looked to synthesize his research.
The following manuscript is the honors extension culminating a year-long collaboration with Professor Justin Lincoln, myself, and three of my peers: George
Ashley, Cooper Lazar, and Ben Adams.
The product of our collaboration as a comprehensive video manipulation tool
that can be described as Processing “super-sketch”. The program allowed any
sketch to be rotated and spun in 3D space, pre-loaded sketches to be switched
between in a live environment, and toggleable sound reactive input for any
sketch parameter. The program relied on a Midi Controller as its primary input
source, but was designed with the Model-View-Controller Architecture so as to
allow for alternate input types to be added.
The aim of this honors extension was to return to the question of whether
the program can handle other types of input. A significant hurdle is placed
when the only way to use the program is with a Midi Controller. If the user
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was allowed to use Midi Controller or their keyboard and mouse, the program
would become more accessible to the public.
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Objectives
1. Software Engineering Objective: Seamlessly accommodate mousekeyboard input with Midi controller input.
2. Human-Computer Interaction Objective: Make mouse-keyboard input an intuitive alternative to Midi controller input.
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Research Questions
1. Is planning for extensibility a successful software design strategy?
2. Does our Model-View-Controller implementation accommodate multiple
inputs?
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Approach

The strength of Model-View-Controller (MVC) is in abstraction of modules.
MVC follows design principles of reduced coupling and increased cohesion so as
to allow the program to be “pluggable” with different modules [1]. Achieving
“pluggability” is exactly the task of this project. The user should be able to
operate the program with a device of their choice, be it a Midi Controller, a
customized graphical user interface (GUI), a motion capture device like Kinect,
or, in the absence of such hardware, a keyboard and mouse. However, the seamless “pluggability” of any input is not a simple feature to implement. The level
of abstraction between program modules must be great enough such that the
classes that construct the display have no knowledge or direct communication
with the program state. The controller classes must be generalized enough such
that they can facilitate the update and retrieval of the program state without
knowing what type of input is plugged in.

4.1

Input Classes

Our MVC implementation attempted to provide the level of abstraction
required for pluggability by describing the program state with “the Decorator
Pattern” [2]. The Decorator Pattern is defined by its unique inheritance pattern
and the presence of “decorators” that can modify base input values. Addressing sound reactivity with decorators allows for easy toggling of the feature and
for abstraction of decorating process. As shown in our UML of the pattern in
Figure 1, InputDecorator inherits from InputObj, but contains a reference to
the base input it decorates. Inheritance from InputObj, allows the decorator
to conceal its existence and allows for input to be treated the same with or
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Figure 1: The Decorator Pattern.

without decorators. The inheritance pattern was used in anticipation of alternate decorators and alternate base inputs. Adding KeyInput as a base input
with toggleable sound reactivity was a fairly simple task because of this design
pattern. Our MVC implementation was able to properly abstract out the state
of the program and allow for seamless swapping of input value types.

4.2

Mapper Classes

While the program’s model was receptive to extension, the view was less so.
Swapping inputs means swapping the way in which the user interacts with the
program. The original implementation of the program used a static class, called
MidiMapper, that contained hashmaps detailing how each Midi button mapped
to the generalized input array (Fig. 2). When implementing mouse-keyboard
input it became clear that new class with new hashmaps specific to mouse-
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Figure 2: The original implementation of MidiMapper was static and prevented
input extensability.

keyboard was required. However, problems arose with MidiMapper’s static
designation. The program needed to decide, at run-time, if a Midi controller
was connected and then, accordingly, choose which set of hashmaps to use.
The existence of two separate static classes could not accommodate such a
feature. The solution was the Factory Pattern [2]. Figure 3 details how our
Factory Pattern allows for run-time construction of the correct Mapper class
and compile-time recognition that a Mapper will exist. The Factory Pattern
also adds the advantage of easy extension to other inputs by constructing new
factories.

4.3

User Interface

The second objective of this advanced project was to engage in the HumanComputer Interaction challenge of making mouse-keyboard input intuitive. The
Midi controller provides a satisfying tactile interface of knobs, sliders, and buttons. However, in the absence of the controller, the user should not be subjected
to a difficult to use interface. The key challenge of making the mouse-keyboard
interface usable was figuring out how map sound reactive buttons to inputs. In
the Midi controller, the buttons that lie next to each knob and slider serve as
sound reactivity toggles. For mouse-keyboard, the most intuitive solution was
to take advantage of capital letters. For example, in order to change the program’s zoom, the user must hold down the ’z’ key while changing the X position
of the mouse. In order to turn on sound reactivity for zoom, the user must hold
shift and press ’Z’. Figure 4 illustrates how the program controls are divvied up
in each input interface.
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Discussion

While the design of the program successfully abstracted away the state of
the program as it relates to Midi-specificity, the button-pressing mechanism and
mapping architecture was specific to the Midi-Controller. As a consequence, the
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Figure 3: The Factory Pattern.
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Figure 4: User Interface of different inputs.

project of extending input function required redesigning elements of the design.
Ultimately, the software engineering objective was achieved and the final design
accommodated both inputs fluidly. However, the difficulty in achieving this
demands interrogation of our design process.
A popular software engineering aphorism states: the only thing worse than
designing with zero examples is designing with one example. Our program
was designed in anticipation of further input sources, be that from the mousekeyboard or Midi controller. However, our Minimum Viable Product only implemented Midi controller input. Anticipation of more inputs was not enough to
allow seamless input extension. The fact that we created our program with one
input example meant that we could not anticipate all facets of mouse-keyboard
input because we were not actually implementing it.
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